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ABSTRACT: 
Fear has been communicated through all possible means within human reach. It has traversed history in 
painting, music, literature, cinema, becoming part of the mass and social media.
It is hypothesised, as observed through different studies, that fear is transforming the media themselves, 
changing their form and content. In a progression of the use of fear as an instrument of power, the terms 
are perverted: it is not the media at the service of the communication of fear, but fear that puts the media 
at its service.
Through a journey through different social and cultural manifestations of the communication of fear, it 
is shown that fear is one of the decisive drives in the human being, and if on the one hand it could be 
considered the first alarm to protect oneself from a threat, on the other hand, it also becomes the first bar 
to tie up and gag the soul. The conclusion is the contemporary need to contrast hope with the ultimate 
fear of death.
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RESUMEN: 
El miedo se ha comunicado a través de todos los medios posibles al alcance humano, ha atravesado la historia en la pin-
tura, música, literatura y cine, pasando a formar parte de los medios de comunicación de masas y sociales.
Se levanta la hipótesis observada a través de distintos estudios de la posibilidad de que el miedo esté transformando los 
propios medios, cambiando su forma y su contenido. En un progresar de la utilización del miedo como instrumento de 
poder se pervierten los términos y no son los medios al servicio de la comunicación del miedo sino es el miedo quien pone 
a su servicio los medios.
A través de un recorrido por diferentes manifestaciones sociales y culturales de la comunicación del miedo, se constata 
que el miedo es una de las pulsiones decisivas en el ser humano y, si bien por un lado pudiera ser considerado la primera 
alarma para protegerse de una amenaza, por otro se convierte en el primer barrote para atenazar y amordazar al alma. Se 
concluye la necesidad contemporánea de contraponer la esperanza al miedo último, que es la muerte.
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y miedo; miedo y esperanza.
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1. Introduction
In order to mobilise millions of citizens around the world, governments and institutions have 
chosen to play the fear button.

Invasive daily information and death updates have been a constant dynamic in almost all 
media.

The widespread use of war terminology has further increased the unleashing of the human 
feeling of fear. Curiously, the image of death has not been personalized; the suffering has 
hardly been given a face. The images of the disinfectant spreaders showed unrecognisable 
human beings, without a face, under a diving mask, the anonymous coffins in the morgues, 
the nameless crosses in mass graves in the most deprived areas of the planet. Social alarm 
is created, a feeling of insecurity is produced, which is combined with fear and thus forces the 
communication of being and «being» of man, in the midst of an in-security (Rufino, 2017) that 
pushes the here and now, in the face of the hope of something that is threatened and in which 
one stops believing. The most globalised communication of this new century, of a human 
catastrophe, has been dehumanised. With the exception of some of the faces of the health 
workers showing their exhaustion and pleas for help, of some rare patient who had suffered, 
was suffering from the disease or was finally leaving the ICU with applause, the rest have 
been numbers: the terror of numbers. Fear has been instilled with a persuasive will through 
the number of deaths: in one year more than 2,600,000. It could not be otherwise: in the era of 
big data, of the quantitative, data is the best weapon for the communication of fear. Data that 
transfer aseptic numbers of victims of a common enemy, the Covid-19 virus, terribly terrifying, 
because nothing was known about it and it was out of control (Legrenzi, 2021). In the words of 
Callejo Gallego, citing a book by Calvo (2003), the society is a thriller starring public opinion; 
in a premonitory way, it reflects on a society adrift, pushed by one epidemic after another, 
submerged in the unapproachable globalisation, and the hyper-presence of the media with 
a climate of opinion that is frightened by uncertainty and that makes the message of fear its 
most effective propagandist. Callejo Gallego and Calvo sketch a political and social context in 
Spain in 2003 which, curiously, has been exacerbated in the media and in politics in 2020, with 
the Covid-19 pandemic, in a supposedly very different social and political landscape.

2. The communication of fear
The communication of fear was not always linked to the manipulation of public opinion, to the 
power of the state or to the support of one ideology or another. The communication of fear 
begins in childhood with the Babau (Buzzati, 1967), El Coco, la Cuca, Der schwarze Mann, 
Omul Negru, l’Uomo nero, el Hombre del saco, The bogeyman, through children’s stories. 
Reading evolves into adult narratives in horror books, series or films. Fears resemble the adult 
man to the child. 

Fears take shape and become noir literature, the detective genre, the thriller. The crime 
novels of the 1920s appear, the Black Mask magazine, but there are also detective novels like 
those starring Father Brown, written between 1911 and 1927 by Chesterton (Langan, 2023), 
that seek to find a solution to a crime that has opened up chaos and fear; it is the golden age of 
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American film noir (1941-1958), it is The Mystery of the Falcon (1941), by J. Huston, and The 
Infernal Quinlan (1958), by O. Welles. The first step to terror or horror in literature, in cinema, 
which feeds ancestral fears, is the Gothic novel with Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1797-
1851), the novel The Devil’s Elixir (1815-16) and the Night Tales (1816-17), which include 
The Sandman, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket, by Edgar Allan Poe, which 
was published in 1838, The Golem (Gustav Meyrink, 1915), The Outsider (1926), Horror at 
Red Hook (1927), The Pickman Model (1927), all by Howard Phillips Lovecraft, or Shirley 
Jackson’s The Nightmare of Hill House (1959) and in 1962 her last novel, We Always Live in 
the Castle, which deals with supernatural horror. With Robert Bloch came one of the pillars of 
contemporary psychological horror, horror thrillers centred on psychopathic serial killers, such 
as Psycho (1959), of which Alfred Hitchcock made the film adaptation. Then came novels 
such as Ray Russel’s Exorcists (1963), The Exorcist (1971) by W. P. Blatty and Rosemary. 
P. Blatty and Rosemary’s Baby (Ira Levin, 1967), Carrie (1974) by Stephen King to reach the 
millennium with works such as John Ajvide Lindqvist’s novels, Let the Right One In (2004), 
Summer of the Living Dead (2005). Many of these novels are then transferred to horror cinema 
where they have their film versions in Friedkin’s The Exorcist, or Renny Harlyn’s The Exorcist, 
and feed the cinema related to fear with examples such as The Hand That Rocks the Cradle 
by Curtis Hanson or Halloween (1978) by Carpenter and The Shining (1980) by Kubrick or 
Chucky (2013). Horror cinema shows the blurred boundaries between the monstrous and the 
human (Flores, 2023).

In the communication of fear in cinema, criminals lurk in the dark and men must confront them 
as in M, The Vampire of Düsseldorf (Lang, 1931), and often also face their own inner fears, as in 
Speilberg’s The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (Ford, 1962), Jaws (1975), or in American Sniper 
(Eastwood, 2015), or in Jockey (Phillips, 2019), or also fears born in family or social conflicts 
Daggers in the Back (Johnson, 2019); it is Blue Velvet (D. Lynch, 1986). As Professor Pacelli 
explains, the story has as a common thread the attempt to free oneself from fear, but each phase 
of this struggle (until the construction of weapons) paradoxically reverted on humanity itself, 
creating a new and growing state of insecurity (Pacelli, 2023). In fact, the use of force, towards 
which fear leads, scares both the sufferer and the wielder; we see this in films such as Gran 
Torino (Eastwood, 2009) where the protagonist is inhabited by his fear of what he committed in 
the war and in the film itself advances his particular struggle as a field of atonement that ends with 
a plea to fight violence and terror with force, but not with weapons. External and internal fears that 
the protagonist of David Lynch’s Blue Velvet also encounters, as Vicente García Escrivá explains, 
who feels attracted and at the same time terrified by the sinister and cruel background of nature 
in general and of the human condition in particular (Grarcía-Escrivá, 2023).

The communication of fear also runs through the music that accompanies films such as 
Psycho, with the score by Bernard Herrmann, author of the soundtracks of other Hitchcock 
films and also in the music of Goblin, films by Dario Argento, Wendy Carlos of The Shining, 
Carpenter, John Williams, Jaws and also classical music such as Danse Macabre (1874) by 
Camille Saint-Saëns, or The Island of the Dead (1908), Sergei Vasilyevich Rachmaninov or 
Volumina for organ (1961-1962) by Gyorgy Ligeti and Spectral Canon for Conlon Nancarrow 
(2002) by James Tenney.

Painting also becomes a medium for the communication of fear with works such as the 
Inferno from the triptych of the Garden of Earthly Delights (1480-149) by Bosch, The Triumph 
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of Death (1562) by Bruegel, The Nightmare by Fussli (1781), The Calm Storm by Delacroix, as 
well as Géricault’s Decapitated Heads (1818), Goya’s black paintings (1821-1823), Turner’s 
The Snowstorm (1835), The Scream (Munch, 1893), Frida Kahlo’s Girl with a Death Mask 
(1938), Dali’s The Face of War (1940), Bacon’s Portrait of Innocent X (1953), and Basquiat’s 
The Goat (1981-82), which show the emergence of fear.

3. Communication fears
Communication fears have been renamed (Gross, 2009) when the discussion on what kind of 
information the public opinion needs at a time of danger, catastrophe or crisis was still open, a 
discussion that was giving rise to the emergence of the so-called risk communication (Farré, 
2005) in relation to the formation of spirals of fear, closely related to the idea of the spiral of 
fear (Noelle-Neumann, 1977), which already advocated the threat of isolation to individuals 
with their own thoughts, ideas or non-majority facts. The climate of opinion generated by 
the media causes individuals with different positions to remain silent. The media becomes a 
vehicle for the New Version of Low Intensity Warfare, where anyone can perceive themselves 
as threatened (Salazar, 2009).

Statistics are used in the media as a trigger to create and manipulate feelings of fear 
(Riaño-Vargas, Rocha-Salamanca, 2020).

Social fear, already described and found in societies deprived of liberty, threatened by 
death, state murder or terrorism, which force the closure of public spaces, spatial segregation, 
social fragmentation, lack of meeting places (Rebolledo, 2000), describes a reality that refers 
to Chile, to the fear of dissidence, but which dramatically resembles the empty spaces of 
recent confinement. Before the pandemic of 2019, fear was already circulating in the media, 
at the whim of the creation of public opinion: the events had already taken over the news, the 
events chosen in the news were already showing and radicalising differences of race, creating 
confrontations of gender, class, communities, languages, instilling racial, gender or economic 
panic (Arella, 2008).

4. Fear of the other and the unknown: mass media, 
social networks and society
The alien, the foreigner, the migrant and also the other, the other as gender, the rival, the 
social class enemy.

Politics deals with fear, sometimes even makes fear its way of perpetuating itself in power 
(Pacelli, 2023); from fear, hatred is born and this seems to be aimed at the being of the 
other (Rogelio del Prado, 2023) and finds an ideal bed for its flow of dissemination in the 
new social networks such as Twitter, activating itself in those limit moments, such as the 
recent pandemic, as a dominant emotion in moments of uncertainty (Amado & Pérez, 2023). 
Hatred of others as ‘the fruit of fear itself. The advent of globalisation has brought with it an 
alteration of the national border and, with it, also of «national identity». The media narrative of 
migration phenomena has contributed to the creation of social representations that are often 
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accompanied by feelings of concern and fear (Forlenza, 2023). Fear of the unknown is also 
fear of pain, fear of opening up to new lives, fear of illness and again, fear of death.

Contemporary society is constantly subjected to media fear that spreads through social 
networks with unusual speed (King Lenon, 2023). Fear becomes a powerful source of 
persuasion as it makes our vulnerability salient, activates the desire to survive and increases 
quick decisions not based on central and careful thought (Diaz-Rivera & García-Barrón, 
2023). Thus, the media in the exercise of social responsibility should combat the alteration 
and dramatisation of reality and prevent the spread of panic and fear (Velasquez, 2023). 
Fear runs through history and societies, playing a role in the very configuration of politics 
and showing its great performative power (Del Río & Setula, 2023). If Dr. Serratore in  
T. Hobbes’s Leviathan appears the political theory that makes fear the original characteristic 
of the state. This fear of dying a violent death at the hands of anyone in the state of nature is 
what forces men to move towards a new fear: that of the sword of the sovereign: fear does not 
disappear, on the contrary, it is the heart of the state of nature and the engine of the political 
state (Serratore, 2023). The Ides of March as adverse omens hide the most fearsome of an 
anticipated death that one would like to drive away. The death behind every fear is what the 
protagonists fear in front of the esplanade of Hitchcock’s With Death at their Heels (1959) or 
Wenders’ Paris Texas (1984); it is the fear of being attacked, but also and above all of finding 
nothing on the horizon (Musicco, 2003), it is the wandering without hope. 

5. Conclusions
Rudolf Allers, a Catholic psychiatrist and philosopher, describes the emotion of fear as that 
of an adult who, faced with the uncertainty of his own existence, faced with the unknown 
that rears its terrifying head behind a subtle wall of known things, finds himself like a child 
who, because of his ignorance and lack of knowledge of the world, is frightened and, scared 
to death, seeks refuge in the arms of those who give him back his security (Allers, 1936). 
The expression scared to death is really the key word binomial that deeply conceals this 
emotion, in its last stop: the fear of death. However, it has its primary positive function as 
the first defence of the human being in the face of danger: we need fear to protect ourselves 
against danger and to survive. If a tiger pounces on me, I will react by running away. My 
body will secrete adrenaline and I will flee in order to avoid the dangerous situation and 
get back to normal as soon as possible, as Professor Sonnefield explains, but we also 
need to know what happens if the tiger does not exist and is invented by the imagination 
(Sonnolfield, 2023).

Real or invented fear related to the ultimate fear of dying sees real or imagined threats 
as an inexorable onslaught towards death. To face this fear, only one possible antidote is 
Pascal’s wager in his Pensées (1670) or the more blunt invitation to have no fear, only Faith 
(Mark 5, 21-43).

Fear grips, the fear of dying prevents us from living, and if the euthanasia solution to the 
inexorable fear of the futility of existence ends the very life of the protagonist of the film Mar 
adentro by Amenabar (2004), it is the revelation of a greater good in the film El intocable 
by Nakache and Toledano (2012); overcoming the fear of one’s own ghosts in Eastwood’s 
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Gran Torino (2009) is an invitation to the courage to search for a greater truth, in which the 
underlying fear of dying is relieved and in which the media, the fears of information, cannot 
irrationally sweep away social and personal foundations.

It can be concluded that all communication of fear responds to emotional and neural drives 
but, as Professor Alfred Sonnenfeld points out, can be channelled through the formation of 
neural networks towards a positive life, full of good humour and joy, without fear and panic 
attacks. This may sound too utopian, but it is not; because our brain tends to automate 
everything we do on a regular basis, it tends to create stable habits. And this is also true 
for things as elementary as brushing our teeth, driving a car or typing on the computer 
(Sonnenfeld, 2023).
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